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Various works in Hindu literature provide us with a storehouse

of magical observances, from the time of Vedic Hymns onward.

The Sutras of one sort or another recognize and inculcate magical

arts. But in epic literature, what is formally taught elsewhere is

found in active operation. There is lacking, of course, any sys-

tematic treatment of these magical rites ; they must be culled piece-

meal from epic narration. Further, the relative importance of

magical rites is lost, because to the heroes of the epic some magical

observances were much more important than others. Finally, it

must be said that at the time of the epic there was no sharp dis-

tinction felt between the regular sacrifice and the irregular magical

sacrifice. All sacrifice was to win power, often from deities opposed

to the sacrificer; but they were constrained to grant his wishes by

the (magical) power of the rite. The same is true of the practice

of austerities and ascetic observances, which, when persisted in,

made the gods uneasy, because by means of such observances the

ascetic won power over the gods themselves. Hence the religious

devotion of a saint appalled the gods and thcv tempted him in

various ways to fall from his asceticism, not because they disliked

him or what he did, but merely as a means of self-defence.

On the other hand, magic per se was strictly divided into good

and bad magic. The difference lay not in the rite itself so much
as in the application of the rite. If one's adversary was a demon,
who naturally employed magic, thru a good man himself might use

the same meant. Injurious magic was justified against an injurer.

All the gods as well as the demons USC BUCT1 magic and men may
do as the gods do, but with the same restriction, that is, that their

magic b< :! .,t for base purposes. Hence we are

•_*
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told that when a king and his priest perform a magical ceremony

involving murder they are sent to hell (see below).

A great deal of magical lore lies in the wonder stories of the

holy watering-places called Tirthas. We read that at such and

such a Tirtha the footprints of the gods are still visible, that " fishes

of gold " are to be found, that animals change their shapes, etc.

Primarily, the Tirthas are in the interest of the accepted religious

cult and the reward offered for a journey to a Tirtha and a bath

in the sacred pool is forgiveness of sins, 3.47.29, etc. But besides

this the pilgrim gets " all his wishes " or more specifically " regains

his youth," or gets "beauty and fortune," as in 3.82.43!, ib. inf.;

85.32. That diseases are cured in the Tirthas, 3.83. 5of., may be

due rather to a belief in medicinal waters and is not necessarily a

magical trait. But it is a trifle more magical when we read that if

one eats once at the Tirtha called Maninaga he will never thereafter

be poisoned by snake-bites, 3.84.109! In the same section it is

said that the tracks of the magical cow Kapila " and of her calf
"

are preserved till now at the Tirtha named for her, ib. 88.

The Tirtha is, in short, the place where marvels are to be seen,

and these marvels are of more or less magical nature, like the

"marvel visible even today at Pindfiraka " (in Gujarat), viz., "im-

pressions having the mark of the lotus and lotuses stamped with

(Siva's) trident," 3.82.66.

Like the Tirthas, the trees and mountains show many magical

touches, but these require separate treatment. 1

Magic in Sacrifice.

It must be assumed at the outset that all the paraphernalia of

the Vedic cult, with its fire sacrifice, havyam and kavyam, 7.59.16,

sacrificial sessions, " four-month " sacrifice, the " five sacrifices,"

5. 134.12 (cf. 19); the "six sadyaskas," the sarvamcdha, the

"seven soma-saiiisthas," 12.24.7; 29.38, etc., were perfectly well

known to the writers of the epic. Thus the horse-sacrifice and

human sacrifice are referred to, e. g., 5.29.18, and the countless

1 Compare my forthcoming paper on " Mythological Aspects of Woods,
and Mountains in the Hindu Epic," JAOS. 1910.
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cattle sacrificed by the various kings who are extolled by the poets

are the same as in earlier ages, only that the numbers (cf. e. g., the

jaruthyas, 3.291.70), like the gold employed, 7.61.6, etc., exceed

all probability. These need not be described. Indeed the epic

does not describe them. It merely mentions them, as it does the

"divine and woodland rule" of performing rajarsiyajnas, 3.240.16.

Only in the case of the horse of victory and its subsequent sacrifice

do we get a real picture of epic sacrifices of the old sort. It is

rather the new features that are instructive, such as the actual

presence, in sight of man, of the gods (at sacrifice), 7.67.19; the

later insistence on make-believe sacrifices, seeds representing ani-

mals, etc., as in 12.338.4 due to the doctrine of non-injury, and

the sacrifices not so orthodox as those just mentioned, which smack

of magic, though even the regular sacrifices are performed as mere

magical rites, by which, for example, India wins the lordship of

gods, 12.20.11 (cf. 5. 140.14, the girls' pots and plants in sympathetic

magic).

One of the most interesting of these is the human sacrifice de-

scribed in 3.i27.2f. ; 128.5. Jantu was the only son of Somaka and

his father feared that he would die and leave him childless. He
therefore exhorted his domestic chaplain to devise some means by

which he might secure more sons. The sinful means devised was

the sacrifice of Jantu. The various wives of the king stood about

the cauldron where the wretched child was being cooked and sniffed

the steam and smoke. This evil sacrifice had two results. The

child was reborn as the eldest of a hundred sons conceived In

the wives in this process of miffing; but on the other hand the

wicked priest hail to go to hell.-

That a domestic priest has occult power over the king is gen-

erally admitted. I [e is able " to sacrifice the strength of the king
"

The artificial "sacrifice" of life C5.14x.a9f.) in battle is taken seri

ously by the epic poets. Compare 5.58.1a (to Varna): Siva "sacrificed

himself in the sa> Came «od of gods," ij.jo.u. "In

battle .'i warri or makes ,-, sacrifice (ai if making an oblation into fire, h%

<>i ins body" .V300.36; so 12.J; Ificed himself, in a pretty tale.

ittittg "fT his limbs to save a fugitive; bat die demon Rftvans cut off his

ami offered them ill lire, which pleased I'.i.ilmia ,m that he let

•• again, \ j;5-2o.
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or of the enemy, " on the sacrificial fire " mcdliagiii, that is, it is

a magical fire-ceremony, 5.126.2; 9.41. 12. In the horse-sacrifice,

the head is cut off and set on the fire-altar, 7.143.71, that the chief

part of the rivals may be destroyed. Even the demons fade away

when the domestic priest of the gods " puts meat on the fire with

a view to their abolition," 9.41.30.

The sacrifice of a hundred conquered and captured kings to

Siva (Rudra) intended by the victor, king Jarasandha, calls forth

the remark in 2.22.1 1 that "no one ever saw the slaughter of

men "
; but the entirely casual statement that " there is just as

much merit in going to the holy well of Nandini as there is in

sacrificing human beings," 3.84.155, seems to show (since the

speaker's object is merely to exploit this Tirtha) that human sacri-

fice was regarded as something actual, and rarely beneficial. In

10.7.56 a man " sacrifices himself as an offering," and being accepted

by the god comes out alive with divine power.

Many of the sacrifices made by the epic heroes, however, are

simple offerings of "words, water, and fruit," 3.36.45; 41.47.

Sacrifice is a means of purification :
" By various sacrifices cleansing

off the sin committed let us go to heaven" {papain avadhuya),

3.52.20. The usual sacrifices offered by those dwelling in the

woods are isti, pitryiini, and kriyds, 3.25.3. A royal list may be

illustrated by those offered by Yudhisthira, to wit, " vaisvadeva,

isti, pasubandhu, kamyatiaimittika, pakayajna, ah'amcdha, rajasftya,

and gosaras," 3.30. I4f. 3 There is also a quasi sacrifice of feeding

a white bull till it can eat no more, by making offerings to it as to

something sacred, anaduhc sadhave sadhuivlu'iic . . . sCuihityadanat

(to satiety), 3.35.34.

Only a king may offer a royal sacrifice, but there is another

" just as good " (as efficacious) which an ambitious prince may
offer. Its present interest lies in the fact that it is something quite

new. "You cannot have the Rajasuya while the king lives," says the

priest to the ambitious prince, " but there is another great sacrificial

8 In 7.68.10, nktliyas, asvamcdlia. agnlstoma, atiratra, viivajit rajapcya;

ib. 66.7, darsaprtrnauiasCiu. Sgrayana, cMurm&syas, etc. Compare also 7.63.1 f.

which adds pundarlkas, and remarks that the king gave "all the property

of those not Brahmans to the Brahmanas."
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session equal to the Rajasuya." Out of the gold collected as tribute

is made a golden plough and with it is ploughed the earth for the

altar, yajnazvtasya bhfunih, and a great ceremony called Vaisnava,

" very well prepared," susariiskrta, is performed, rivalling the

Rajasuya. Xo one except Visnu ever performed this sacrifice, and

the priest says it seems to him even better than the Rajasuya: etcna

ne'stavan kascid rtc Visnum purdtaiiam, rdjosftyain kratusrcsthaiii

spardhaty csa maliakratuh; asmakam rocatc cai 'va srcyas ca tava,

etc., 3.255. 13-21. This rite closes with scattering corn and anoint-

ing with sandal-paste ; but " some said it was not equal to one six-

teenth of the other" (the Rajasuya). 4

Sacrifice.

" Sacrifice arose in the eastern country," says the epic, 5.108.5

and 9. This is more important as showing that the eastern country

(district) was no longer as of old regarded as foreign.

Like other things, sacrifice is personified. The Great Father

lives in the north with Sacrifice, 5.111.15. The Great Father, by

the way, brings a sacrifice, as much as do the other gods, istlkrtam

nama (satram varsasahasrikam), 3.129.1.

'" A sacrifice without gifts (to the priest) is dead," is another

saying of the epic, mrto yajnas tv adaksinah, 3.313.84. Cf. 5.106.22,

etc.

The merit of a sacrifice pertains to the giver; but he may give

that merit away to another, 5. 122. 13, etc.

Most of the gods sacrifice as they accept sacrifice. They are

" perfectors of the sacrifice," siistakrtah, 5.42.40 (rare epithet of

in general; usually of the Fire-god alone). The gods are

Mished through sacrifices, and sacrifices are produced through

4 This is a standing expression of depreciation, as in 3.3422; 39.23;

: 39.1 1; 549-34I 7-.V-7: IIIJO (31. nH'lom

rarHiasya '

) ; 7M;7.i7; K.15..28. Compare 1 -' 17 I
»'' '--

1 77 .51 = 277.6. The
fraction is scarcely tise.l otherwise tavc in the late geographical section <>f

Rhisma, where it is said that Kni to man only one sixteenth of the

quarter "f lfcru*i wealth, which (quarter) he in turn receives (from Siva),

"one hundredth part
w ami in [2,155.6, "one eighteenth

nit. I'.nt " one ami one -half

found iti 7 7-' .<» ami 1 1.20.I.
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the Vedas, 3.150.28. Gods who "steal the sacrifice" are begotten

by Tapas, and are fifteen in number (3X5), one group having

Mitra-names, 3.220. iof. (Subhima, Atibhima, Bhima, Bhimabala,

Abala; Sumitra, Mitravat, °jna, °vardhana, °dharman; Surapravira,

Vira, Suresa, Suvarcas, Surahantar). 5 A peculiar way of dotting

earth with sacrifices is often alluded to in the epic. It is by casting

a SamI stick as far as it will go, and building an altar where it

falls, over and over again, samyakscpcna (ayctjat), 3.90.5, etc.

The general distinction made by the epic between the worship

of gods and Manes is that the gods are honored with flowers and

water and the Manes with roots and fruits, the former being arcitah,

revered, and the latter being tarpitah, pleased, 3.156.6. Every sacri-

fice is identified with Prajapati, as food, and the year, 3.200.38.

But besides the regular sacrifices and the substitutions for them 6

there is evidence (cf. 8.40.33, the Mantra of the Atharva to offset

scorpion poison) that the use of the " Atharva Veda crammed full

of wizardry " was familiar enough. The application of the art

of magic was according to circumstances. Against one who used

bad magic the use of bad magic was permissible ; otherwise not.

The difference between good and bad ("straight and crooked")

magic was recognized and practiced both in the use of legitimate and

illegitimate sacrifices and in the application of magic weapons and

the like (magic clouds of dust, showers of blood, frightful shapes

and noises) to defeat a foe. The Mantra sufficiently potent con-

verted the ordinary weapon into a magical dart, a boomerang or

thunderbolt, with which a good and true Aryan might fight the

powers of darkness and any sinful knights who relied on such

powers. Ethically, the rule was "magic is sinful; but if employed

against the good the good may in turn use it." The same rule, in

short, as obtained in the matter of curses. If cursed not it was

sinful to curse; if cursed, it was silly not to curse back and the

worse the curse the better the curser. Cf. 12. 100.5; I0 3- 27f-

6 Foreign influence may be suspected in the Mitra-named " sacrifice-

stealers." The others are native devils, to whom one offers sacrifice " out-

side the altar." The idea is Vedic. The last name in the text is paraphrased,

surCujamapi Iiantaram. " slayer of gods." Suresa (Agni) is a proper enough

name of a (good) god

!

8 Compare also Citharvana arnindsana, "foe-slaying," 8.90.4; Kritya

atharvangirasl 'vogra, "like an Atharvan rite, horrible," 8.91.48; 9.17.44.
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The use of charmed weapons was facilitated by a special cere-

mony called Lohabhisara. Thus in 5.160.92, lohabhisdro ninrttah

means " That ceremony has been performed (for you) which forces

the deities named by the Mantras you have used to preside over and

govern your ordinary weapons." So all the deities of water, fire,

etc., have their names given to the weapons thus inspired, and when

a warrior is said to use the Varuna astra it is merely an arrow

inspired by the god named, who is temporarily at the disposal of

the knight. This is a perfect parallel to the " singing of a weapon "

on the part of an Australian savage and the Mantra is felt as

nothing more than a magic formula. It is equally efficacious when

said over a blade of grass, 10.13.19f. In 8.40.7, an arrow is "pre-

served for years in sandal-dust and religiously worshipped," piljitah,

that it may be effective when needed. 7

When Arjuna makes a lake spring up where there was no water,

on the field of battle, he performs a similar magic trick, 7.99.62^,

for it is done by piercing the earth with a magic arrow.

It must be observed that all these practices are in good repute

if not exercised for a sinful purpose. The priest who knows

magic is the king's domestic chaplain. The king himself is a

magical being when as in the case of king Santanu he has the

" healing touch," 1.95.46; " Whomsoever he touches with his hands,

if worn out he becomes vigorous again." Certain priests are

Brahman* of high character and yet have the honorary distinction

of being ridyCijambhakai'drtikdh, that is, "conversant with wizardry

and magic" (cf. ib. jiniiblia-sddhakdh)
,

5.64.16,20.

The ordinary means of resisting disease was threefold, drugs,

Mantra- (holy \ ind "ceremonies/ 1

kriy&s, as is succinctly

expressed in the simile, " Kama attacked Yuddisthira like a fearful

ase which has passed Mantras, drugs, and briyds," 8.49.8. The

kriyS is often identical with miiya (magic, illusion). In 9^4.54!.,

'The weapon i- treated like an idol. One inch magic weapon is a dart

by the Krr.it Artificer (Tvastar). it ii kepi for yean and worshipped,

"with perfumes, garland :
- drink and f 1"! fj.17.44. Pwo magical

weapons are described in K5.vj.1f. One of them encircles the foes' legs with

snakes and the other invokes birds of prey which eal the snakes (p&dabandha
.;./, ;in<I sdii/ninn). When nut's fated day arrives, however, the magical

weapon refuses to art, 7 roi 8
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the hero solidifies a lake and lies within it hidden from his foes.

This is maya but also daivayoga, " divine power," ib. 30.56. The

opposing hero is then exhorted to kill the fugitive by maya, because

"one who uses magic should be slain by magic," 9.31.7- The

divine adviser, Krsna, then says " for by means of kriya (i. e.,

magical ceremony) the demons were killed by the gods. Thus

Indra slew Bali (etc.). This fellow here has used his divine maya

to hide in the water (31.4) and so you should kill him by kriyd-

means, just as Indra slew Vrtra, and Rama slew Ravana, and I

myself of old slew the two ancient demons Taraka and Vipracitti.

So other demons were slain by kriya and it is by kriya that Indra

enjoys heaven" (31.14). Here the " ceremony " kriya is syn-

onymous with maya, illustive magic, even deceit, as clearly in

5.35.42 where it is said that the use of Atharva Veda formulas,

chanddrisi, " do not save one who uses maya, but desert him," as

a sinner, parallel to one who drinks, quarrels, etc. Compare also

9.58.5 f., where maya is deception.

Hair.

The idea that strength resides in the hair may be indicated by

the ascription of very long thick hair to ogres (Raksasas). These

creatures have hair as thick and long as an elephant's trunk and a

trijatd female, that is a female ogre with her hair in three braids,

is especially fearful. Siva himself bears the epithet Trijata. On
the other hand, the sign of defeat in battle is that one stands

patitamurdhaja, "his head-growth fallen," that is, with loosened

hair, as in 3.280.66. 8 Suppliants have "loose hair," 10.8. 107, and

ghosts are bald, ib. 71. The hair of the Yogi droops, 12.46.5, as his

intelligence wanes.

The type of weakness, the eunuch, had his hair done up in a

braid, vcmkrtasiras, 4.2.27 ; that is, like a woman. The one braid

was also a sign of mourning. In R.2. 108.8, "The city wears but

one braid " means that the whole city mourns. Dishevelled hair

8 The likeness to an elephant's trunk is made to show strength. On the

contrary, Slta's, the heroine's, hair is " like a black snake," being done up

in a long braid (kali vy&tlva mnrdhani) dlrghavem, 3.281. 25f. Hair-dressing

kcsakarma, was the occupation of a Sairandhri, 4.3.18 (jati), a special caste.
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also indicates mourning (compare the funeral procession, when

all the mourners go pracrttasikhiih. "with loosened braids,"

AGS.4.2.9), that is, by analogy with the one-braid sign, weakness.

It makes no difference for what one mourns, whether for the death

of a loved relative, or the loss of a kingdom, or, it may be, for

the loss of dignity. Thus in 5.40.15: "Men bring from the house

the dead son and cast him on the pyre ('fire-heap') like a log,

and weep with loosened hair; while another enjoys his wealth, and

birds and fire enjoy the constituents of his body." But also, in

mourning for the kingdom they have gambled away :
" The prince

went on, covering his face with his garment, and one brother threw

dust upon his limbs and another greased his face, and the women

wept with dishevelled hair and covered their faces with their hair,"

although the explanation given is that they did this in order not to

be recognized, 2.8o.4f. But, though this may be true of the grease

and dust, in regard to the hair it is artificial, as may be seen from

other accounts. Thus in 3.173.62!. : (when their men have been

killed) " The women rushed out of the town with dishevelled hair, in

excitement, distressed, like ospreys
;

9 and with dishevelled hair they

fell on the ground, mourning for their sons, fathers, and brothers

;

weeping and wailing and beating their breasts; devoid of wreath

and ornament." Again, at 4.16.46, the insulted heroine "loosens

her hair," or, in the fuller description of the South Indian recension,

4.20.59 and jj :
" She bathes not, she eats not, she wipes not off

the dust. . . . All her limbs are covered with dust like those of a

female elephant . . . and she has her hair loose"; and she does

not braid her hair again till the insult is avenged after twelve years,

kefap&Sasya padmim gato'si, 12.16.28.

As a sign of disgrace, a conquered foe has to proclaim in

public, "I am the slave of the I'andus," and wear his hair like an

tic in five little tufts. I lis conqueror "with his crescent-shaped

knife made five tufts." He 18 then puuai-sikha- (SI. pailca-sahi-

)

krtali, 3.272.9 and 18. In 7.202.58 this designates Siva (as ascetic).

* So in 9.29.68f. "the women beat their heads with their nails and hands,

wailing like ospreys, and tore their hair and heat their breasts, shrieking

"Covering the face with her garment" (in mourning) occurs

in 9.63.68.
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To be bald is to be disgraced anyway, and only hermits (parizrajaiiti

danarthani mundah kasayvasasah, 12.18.32) and barbarians shave

their heads. The hermit is miinda or vikaca, " shaved on the head,"

3.260.12 (of a Sivaite ascetic), and the poet, in describing the heads

of the barbarians on the battle field, says that they had " beards but

no hair on their heads," which made them look like cocoanuts.

Probably ethnic characteristics lie back of the "tufted hair" of

Buddha and the standing epithets applied to Krsna and to his chief

disciple, Arjuna, who are called, respectively, Hrslkesa and Guda-

kesa, e. g., at the beginning of the Bhagavad Gita 6.25.24. The

obvious etymology would make the first " stiff-haired " and the

second "ball-haired" (cf. hrsita, of hair standing on end; but

native piety divides the word into hrslka-lsa, "lord of senses").

Hair with curly ends is praised. Krsna, the heroine of the great

epic, has blue-black hair with its own perfume and glow like that

of a snake, " with twisted (curly) ends," vrjinagra, 5.82.33.
10

The squaws of some of our American Indians were accustomed

to make a hair-parting through the middle of the crown and daub

it with red paint, presumably to keep evil spirits out, as they used

red paint for that purpose very generally. The same practice

obtained in epic times (as it does today) among the ladies of India,

though, like the squaws, they regarded it as merely ornamental

to decorate themselves thus. 11

The casting of hair into the fire exhibits all the trait of a

magical ceremony. In 3.136.9^, Raibhya, a saint, cast into the

fire two locks of his hair, and out of the fire came a woman and

a male ogre, " with horrible eyes and terrible to see." This male

ogre then pursued the enemy of the saint ; who could not escape

"The signs of excellence in horses include (at 3.71. 14) ten twists or

curls called avartas, which show good qualities. Compare Caland, Over het

Bijgeloof der Haarvervels op het paard. In man, tubaraka (hornless)

" beardless " is equivalent to eunuch. " Bhima would kill anyone who should

say to him ' O thou tubaraka '," 8.69.73. " Curly red hair " characterizes the

foreign van-guard of a model army, 12.101.16.
11

Catlin says that no one knows why the Indians so decorate them-

selves, and he himself cannot think of any reason.

The middle parting was customary: susamyatas ca 'pi jata vibhatka,

dvaidhlkrta bhati laldtadcse, SI.3.113.9 (visakta. . iiatisama lalatc, B.112.9).

PROC. AMER. PHIL. SOC. , XLIX, I94 C, PRINTED JUNEJI, I9IO.
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into water, as the water dried up at his approach because he had

become impure —another magical touch. 12

Among the baths and sacred watering-places, there is one which

goes by the name of Svavil-lomapanayana in the Bombay text and

S\ana-lomapanayana in the South Indian recension, at 3.83.63 (also

-lomapaha). This should mean the "removal of hair of porcu-

pine" (or "of dog"), and the place probably commemorates some

legend now lost; but the remark added to the name is "there

(nowadays) priests pluck out their hair," and "being thus purified

attain the blessed state." This is preceded by the mention of

another watering-place, apparently near by (perhaps a rival Kur-

haus), which "purifies merely by going to it; and one becomes

purified (from sin) by drenching his hair in it" (the holy water).

B. calls this Sltavana and the SI. text again differs slightly in

making the name Sltavana. This last too is the reading in C.

and it is probably correct as it has meaning ("the' cool grove"),

whereas the Bombay text is either meaningless or a corruption of

" Sita's grove," which is unlikely. In the description of the act

leading to purification, kcsan abhyuksya zvi tasmiii pfito bluvvati, the

"drenching of the hair of the head in this (water)" may imply

casting the hair into the water, but that is not certain ; while at the

other watering-place the hair is certainly plucked out and (inferen-

tially) sacrificed in the water. 13 No religious force lies in "arrange

thy hair "
( in preparation for battle) in 9.32.60.

The Evil Eye.

The " eye of wisdom," 3.209.50, etc., is a mental power. It is

with a glance of the eye that Sagara's sons are burned by Kapila,

11
It is curious that this hair-horn ogre does not disappear or perish when

he has completed the task for which he hai been created. On the contrary,

he gets as his reward the woman created from the other lock of hair. Her
part in the matter WMto make the man impure through tempting him, which

she easily did as she wai very fair and he was nol very virtuous.

"Naturally, "grasping i>y the hair" is insulting ( M. .j.Xjo and when the

l this only adds to the insult. There may,

n in it. At least Drona'i son feds more

distress at the fad that his father's foe "seized him by the hair " than on

any < ;t in his maimer of death, 7. n>>Xf., Mograha($o), Pro-

. lly "up to hair-M-i/iiiK " means to ihe limit, ft| in R .} |d.j ("1 must
" as hard " to the last.
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according to one version of the story, as they were digging out

ocean on earth's surface. 14

That serpents have poison in their look may be inferred even

from the common word for such poisonous reptiles, asrrisa, the

black " poison-tooth " cobra, as compared with its synonym

(drgvisa), drstivisa or drstivisa, "poison glance," which, be it

observed, is applied indifferently to snakes and to human beings

(another word meaning " eye-poison," netravUa is used of the

dslrisa serpent only, as "possessed of poison from the eye").

Many incidental remarks testify to the belief that a look may

injure. Rama's "mere look" killed the dragon-worm, 12.3. 14.

In 3. 138. 13, it is said; "Let not the one who slays a priest

see thy sacrifice; by even a glance he could injure thee," brahmaha

prcksitcna 'pi p'idayct tram. The inference here, that the evil eye

is associated with an evil nature, is obvious
;

yet it does not follow

that the injury to be done is voluntary. On the contrary the idea

of envy, invidia, being at the root of the evil eye is probably not

the primitive idea but a secondary notion. The evil eye works with-

out its owner's will, though the will to cast the evil eye may on any

occasion be present :
" Beware lest the eyes of the weak consume

thee" (they are compared with the eyes of a snake and a saint in

power), 12.91. I4f. Yet the action may be as effective without

the wish to injure, and this is why the wedding-ceremony from the

beginning associates aghoracaksur apatighnl, " (be) a wife without

the evil eye, not a husband-slayer."

This word 'ghora is indeed in the epic associated with the " look

of poison." In 5.16.26 it is said: "Never look thou upon Nahusa,

who takes away energy ; who has the poison-look ; who is very

terrible, tejoharain drstii'isaiii suglioram. In a following verse r

" Let us overcome Nahusa who has the terrible glance, ghoradrstim,

our enemy," 5.16.32. The two verses show that drstivisa and

ghoradrsti are practically synonymous. 1 '

14
3.47.9-19, darsandd era. The account in 3.204.27 says that they were

destroyed by fire which came from the mouth of Kapila.

"The meter of the last verse is noticeable, Ripiim jayCuna tain Xahusam
ghoradrstim. It should be added to the list given in my Great Epic, p. 209;

also 5.29.16c: tathd naksatrani kannanainutra bhanti, and the verse (not in

B) C.797, asatyam apadi kannani rartamanah.
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Nahusa himself says of his power :
" Whatever living creature

I look at with my eye, his energy I quickly take away; that is the

power of my sight," drstcr balam mama, 3. 181. 35. There is no

implication that he wishes to do ill. The queen's eye made a sore

on her nephew's finger ; but with her look she might have consumed

him, 9.63.65; 1 1. 1 5.30.

The expression used in 3.151.6, " fruitful has my eye become,"

that is my sight has been blessed (through seeing thee), mama 'pi

saphalam caksith, is due rather to picturesque language than to any

peculiar view of the eye.

Minor Magical Traits.

The reverence accorded to the catuspathas or places where two

roads meet, making " four paths," is probably due to the belief that

evil spirits haunt such places, 6.192.58. To enter a place " Not by

the door" is consonant only with evil designs, 2.21.53; 10.8.10.

Another relic of superstition due to magic is the aversion to

leaping over another person. The feeling is so strong with savages

that in some parts of the world houses are not built with two

stories because of the avowed objection to the presence of another

human person above the lower inmate of the dwelling. But in the

epic the idea of the world-soul has blotted out this older view and

the reason given for not leaping over another is explained by this

later belief. Thus Bhima refuses to vault over his brother Hanumat,

saying: "If I did not know that Being who has been manifested

in all beings through tradition, dgama, I should vault thee, as

Hanumat did the sea; but as it is, I will not insult the Supreme

Being (in thee) and will not leap over thee," 3.147.8^

Conception by sniffing or inhaling sacred fumes, of sacrifice,

onetimes varied by smelling or tasting a brew prepared

with Mantras (holy formulas), and sometimes combined with tree-

DUUTiagl Bui B more purely magical touch is furnished

by tl DOny alluded to in 4. 3. 12: "I know the hulls having

good Igns, by smelling the urine of which even a barren woman

conceives.*' Water alone may he doctored by a priest so as to

have the same <
I 126.20. A god revive! the dead with a
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handful of water, 12. 153. 113 (SI.v.1.) ; though one may also be

revived by divine fiat, or by a magical plant, 10.16.16.

Water-magic is inherent in a good many observances of the epic.

Water dries up before a sinner, as in the case of the wicked priest

who ran away and tried to escape through water, 3.136.9! Water

is a divine witness of wrong, 1.74.30. It is probably for this reason,

as being also the most easily available witness of wrong, that in

making a promise, an oath, or a curse (another form of promise),

the one who promises or curses touches water. In the same way

he may touch earth, as another divine witness. In the gift of a

bride, not only " fire and hand-taking " but water are necessary,

7.55.15. So, in accepting a gift, one touches water, and hence " hav-

ing wet hands" means having accepted a gift or bribe, 12.83.7,

ardrapani; cf. klinnapani, " one who has had his hand wetted," i. e.

been bribed, 12.139.30. An example of touching water in uttering a

curse is furnished by 3.10.32, vary upasprsya. In the same way when

the young knight's armor is bound upon him, the veteran instructor

" touches water and murmurs a Mantra," 7.94.39. Almost every

solemn act, such as committing suicide, 3. 251. 19; or installing a

commander of an army, 8.10.45, in the abhiseka, 48; or using a

fire (divine) weapon, 7.201. 15, is thus introduced by touching water.

For example, in 7.79.1-3, when Krsna and Arjuna go to bed, they

both touch water, and whenever they speak or think of Siva, from

whom they hope to get a favor, they touch water, ib. 80.17 and 22;

and a little further, ib. 81.12, on touching the snake which is the

apparent form of the Pasupata (magic) weapon of Siva, water

is touched. On the death of a relative or on touching the corpse

one must bathe at once ; hence in 8.94.30, " when Kama was killed

in battle the sun which had touched his bleeding body sank swiftly

as if to take a bath (of purification) in the western ocean." Spe-

cially prepared, medicated, water is given to kings, but this is

perhaps regarded as really medicinal, kasdya and sddhiz'dsa (jala),

7.82.10, as in 12.332.32.

Water is however magical on occasions. In 3.289.9!, it is

related that a Guhyaka came from the White Mountain at the

command of Kubera, bringing \Vith him " water by means of which
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you shall see all invisible things," ancna mrstanayano bhutany

antarhitdny uta bhavan draksyati, and, it is added, "he to whom
you shall give it," that is, if he uses it as an eye-wash, he too shall

see the invisible.

It is difficult to decide whether the power of water rests in every

case on magic or on the feeling that water " of which the world is

made," 1.180.18, and which is one of the three "purities" ("purity

of speech, of deed, and purity consisting in water," 3.200.82) is a

natural purifier. Water touched by a priest purifies from sin,

3.193.36, and this is the secret of most of the Tirthas or sacred

watering-places. They have been in contact before with some great

saint or god and so won exceptional virtue.

But even plain water refreshes weary horses better if a Mantra

(spell) has been said over it, 7.2.26.
16

Water is especially associated with truth because truth is verbal

purity. Consequently a very good man may walk over water or

even drive his battle-car over water without sinking into it, as was

the case with Prthu Yainya, 7.69.9 and with Dillpa, 7.61.9 and 10

(who was "a speaker of truth"). So too Yudhisthira's car did

not sink upon earth till he told a lie, an analogous case with the

divine earth instead of water as witness. The perjurer is cast

out by the water in ordeals (passim). 17

Magic Rites With Images.

The rite called ClniyCi-ufascrana, "shadow-cult." is explained by

the commentator to be the well-known practice of sticking thorns

OF needles into the clay (wax) image of an enemy and thus inflicting

pain or death upon the object of dislike. It is a clear case of

upathetic magic." The coininentor says it is explained in the

thing "in different waters" at the end of a battle is of doubtful

bearing; tin- water may in- medicated, 6J86

"Defilement <>f tin- water leadi t" the divine water*! rejection of the

sinner. So in Mann and other law honks. The defilement of water by cast-

ing into it excreta, saliva, etc., leads to the sinner's going t" undesirable

world-, 7 7.V.U1. it Is the fear of defiled water which causes the prohibition

.iiiK "in a village Which lias its water from only one well." ~7.Mo.

The crematory fire, when i rned, i^ extinguished with water,

8.20.50 (n
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Kaulika-Sastra, 3.32.4. The South Indian recension has for this

word a varied reading, the verse as there given being a matrstanya-

pdnCic ca yavac chayyopasarpanam for the reading in B : yavad

gostanapanac ca yavac chayopasevandt (janatavah karmana vrttim

Cipmivanti). The adoration of the image of a teacher who has

become estranged from his pupil is made in the hope that the image

itself will act as the teacher, relent and give the desired instruction,

and such proves to be the result in the one recorded epic case of

Ekalavya who " made a teacher of earth, mah'unaya, and by culti-

vating it with the adoration due to a (real) teacher attained, through

faith and devotion, to great skill in weapons" (which he sought by

worshipping the earthen image), 1. 132.33.

Authority for Magical Observances.

Apart from the magical practices mentioned above there is little

which can be classed as magic in the Great Epic. Ceremonies to

raise spirits are known and the use of a jewel, " which, when bound

upon one, preserves from danger of all sorts" (weapons, sickness,

hunger, gods, demons, serpents, etc.) is recognized, 10.15.29. But

there is no essential difference between Mantras to make demons

serve one and Mantras to control the gods, except that the latter are

employed without ceremony by a woman and the former by a priest

with the full paraphernalia of sacrificial ritual, karma vaitanasam-

bhavam, 3.251.23 and 305.20. In both cases the rite is according to

the Atharva Veda, as declared by Brhaspati and Usanas, the teach-

ers, respectively, of the gods and demons, that is, this Veda is the

authority in all magical observances.

Of these two, it is the gods' teacher who has most to do with

the magical practices recognized in the epic, which, so to speak, sets

the seal of orthodoxy on the cult. From the epic texts hitherto

known we may gather considerable information in regard to him.

Brhaspati was the son of Angiras, and the younger brother of Uta-

thya ; also the husband of Taraka, and the brother of " that excellent

lady who was the wife of Prabhasa and the mother of the gods'

great Artificer." He is reckoned among the Adityas and is iden-

tified with the fire-god, though he is also called a divine seer. His
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knowledge in respect of raising the dead is inferior to that of

Usanas ; but otherwise he seems to be more important than his rival.

But the epic is too catholic to contrast the fourth Veda (of Brhas-

pati) with the others to their disadvantage except in one passage

not hitherto known.

This passage is of great importance not only in what it says but

in showing how the epic was composed. It is found only in the so-

called Southern recension, and like most of the long interpolations

in that recension is a late addition to the epic. 1

In still another passage of this recension Brhaspati is represented

as inculcating such extreme liberality as to say that a good Mleccha

(barbarian) is better than a sinful Brahman; but in this particular

addition he declaims against the other Vedas, which are all infe-

rior to the Atharva as aids to the king. For the office of Purohit,

king's priest, only an Atharvan priest should be chosen. The other

Yedas have nothing to do with " pacificatory, auspicious, and evil-

averting matters." These Vedas were " cursed by Yajnavalkya."

Moreover :
" The priest of the Rig- Veda is destructive to the realm

;

the Sama-Yeda priest is destructive to the king; and the Vajasa-

neyaka is destructive to the army." Here abhicarana or sorcery

is expressly mentioned as one of the objects to which the king's

priest devotes himself. This passage, interpolated, together with

an extract from Usanas, into the seventy-third chapter of the twelfth

book (thirty-seven verses between B.2a-b and c-d), goes far beyond

the general rule of the epic, such as is given in 12.165.22, " Let one

skilled in the Yaitana be the hotr." It mentions eighteen kinds

of pacificatory ceremonies and calls the Yajurveda priest the Vajin

and Caraka. giving the preference to the former as the holder of the

office of king's priest. After them arc admissible the Rig- Veda and

S&ma-Veda priests (as Purohits), provided they are duly conversant

with the Atharva-Yeda. All thifl means that the priest of the

Spell (brahmd) must be preferred tO all ether priests for the cere-

monit - of magic and that the especial patron of this priest is the

great "lord of the -pell," Brhaspati, whose Veda is authoritative.

'On this point sec a special article by the writer icon to Ik- published on

the Southern recension. The recension li ;i strong witness against the theory

tbat tbc epic was composed "in one stream."


